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 The asuangs are creatures of the night. Their forms 
are monstrous and they hunger for raw humanoid innards, 
delighting in consuming sentient prey. However, in a world 
rife with supernatural dangers, it is not their cannibalistic 
tendencies or their horrific forms that truly terrify. Rather, 
people fear the asuangs because when the sun rises, an 
asuang can wear the face of a perfectly normal person: a 
merchant, priest, friend or neighbor.
 The asuangs are insidious because they can be 
anybody. The bite of an asuang allows it to wear the shape 
of its victim, allowing them to take the form of those they 
kill. When a loved one is revealed as an asuang, it means 
that at one point, he or she was consumed painfully and 
replaced by the monster.
 Whenever an asuang is revealed, those closest to 
the victim have trouble accepting the fact that they have 
been associating with the monster. How could it have 
happened? Was the wife already a monster when she was 
left alone with the kids while the father was out hunting? 
Had the father’s overbearing nature towards his daughter’s 
suitors been nothing but a ruse to maintain its disguise? 
People recall all the moments they might have shared with 
the infiltrator as it maintained its disguise, and are horrified 
at the thought that they were in the presence of a complete 
monster.
 Inhuman beasts seizing human form in order to 
hunt their prey, the asuang are one of the most feared and 
insidious horrors that walk the face of Kalupaan.
 

Distorted Reflections

 There are many similarities between the asuangs 
and other shapeshfters, particularly lycanthropes (see the 
D&D 4E MONSTER MANUAL). Some asuang kinds even 
take on beastlike forms, a fact which leads some to assume 
that asuangs are relatives of lycanthropes. However, impor-
tant distinctions exist:
              First, not all asuangs take on beast forms. Indeed, 
of the most common types, only the busao and the sigbin 
have this ability - the rest turn into more grotesque crea-
tures with only a hints of beastlike characteristics.
              Secondly, asuangs are not of this world - they 
either come from the shadowy Realm of Kadiliman, or in 
the oceanic depths of the Realm of Karagatan. Even the 
manananggal is fused with the elemental soul of a demon, 
which makes them not completely of this world.
 One myth claims that asuangs are otherworldly 
reflections of shapeshifters found in the world: Busaos and 
sigbins are reflections of the lycanthropes, while manan-
anggals are distortions of the shapechanging vampires (see 
the D&D 4E Monster Manual for the vampire). Scholars 
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point out that the iconic silver weakness of lycanthropes is 
mimicked by the sigbin’s vulnerability to the focused light 
of the moons. With regards to vampires and manananggals, 
both abhor the sun and subsist by sucking out vital compo-
nents from their victims (blood in the case of the vampire, 
and viscera in the case of the manananggal).
 Reinforcing the myth of reflections, an asuang in 
disguise can be found out by looking into its eyes. Instead 
of the usual reflection that one would see while staring up 
close, an inverted reflection of oneself stares back. This 
inversion also manifests itself in other ways, but unfor-
tunately for those who hunt these dreaded monsters, an 
asuang can consciously hide this effect. Only when they are 
occupied with other concerns do these signs manifest.
              Third, asuangs are also not limited to a single hu-
manoid form. As they consume more victims, the number 
of their alternate forms also increases, allowing them to 
wear the shapes of those they slay. This makes their shape-
shifting more varied than lycanthropes, but less powerful 
than creatures such as changelings that can take the form of 
creatures that they merely see.
 A final similarity exists between lycanthropes and 
asuangs. Both have a propensity to become active when 
one of the four moons becomes full. They do not do this out 
of worship and awe for these heavenly bodies - it instead 
reminds them that the moon-swallower, the primordial 
dragon Bakunawa still hungers.

Bakunawa rises from the depths to swallow a moon
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Draconic Hunger

 Bakunawa is a titanic dragon who once sought 
to consume all the moons in the heavens. It was able to 
consume three of the moons, before it was thwarted in a 
legendary battle. Defeated but not destroyed, the Bakunawa 
crashed back into Karagatan, where it heals its wounds and 
suffers from its hunger.
              The asuangs identify with the Bakunawa’s unend-
ing hunger, for they also have a constant need to feast. They 
hate the celestial gods and their place in the high heavens, 
and the asuangs believe that by consuming as much as they 
can, their patron’s terrible wounds heal faster, until the titan 
wyrm can assault the heavens once more. The asuang hope 
one day to join in their patron’s war in heaven so that they 
might feast on the flesh of gods.
              Because of their reverence for the moon-swal-
lowing dragon, asuangs are not immediately hostile to 
dragonborn (see the D&D 4E PLAYER’S HANDBOOK). 
Asuangs believe that the first dragonborn crawled out of the 
torn flesh of the Bakunawa, and as such they afford them a 
degree of respect akin to a maharlika (noble). Opportunistic 
dragonborn may try to use this to their advantage, but doing 
so is dangerous – if the asuangs believe that the dragonborn 
does not in fact share their worship of the Bakunawa, the 
asuangs turn on the infidel and consume him in fury.
 The following monsters are the most common 
asuang variety that adventurers are likely to face. Nothing 
about the shapechanging horrors are constant, however, 
and other kinds may be encountered as well. (Note: The 
monsters are arranged in ascending power, from the lowly 
malakat to the mighty busao.)

Malakat
 Perhaps the weakest of the asuang, the malakat is 
an elemental spawned from the darkest depths of Karagatan 
where the Bakunawa rests and recuperates.
 The malakat are dim-witted, and they have trouble 
maintaining their disguise for long. Primarily composed of 
water, wounds and sores oozing foul liquid form on its bor-
rowed skin the longer a malakat spends between feedings. 
Over time, the assumed form of a malakat becomes filthy 
and dissheveled, something that immediately alarms those 
that knew the victim in life.

 It is easier for many to believe that a person 
was somehow “contaminated,” and as such, many be-
lieve that the asuang condition is transmitted from one 
person to another. Myths about how people are turned 
into asuangs spring up, whether through being bitten 
by one or  by  ingesting  their  saliva  through food  
shared with the monsters. Stories like these rise from 
the hope that perhaps their loved one was alive to the 
very end, fighting an illness that ultimately consumed 
them and turned them into cannibalistic monsters. 
These stories, however, are simply not true. Except in 
the willful case of the manananggal and busao, people 
cannot be turned into an asuang.

The Myth of Transformation

 Once in combat, a malakat reveals its true nature 
as it strkes. Its hair elongates and begins to flail around as 
if underwater. Its nails transform into claws, long and sharp 
enough to hurt but ineffective in combat. The pupils turn 
red, the face distorts, and drool falls down from its sharp-
ened teeth, forming tentacles of viscous saliva.
 
Malakat Tactics
 
  In groups, malakats like to focus their attacks on 
an isolated opponent, attempting to use hair grab while 
others use a combination of saliva tendrils and choke and 
drown attacks. When the opponent’s allies begin to attack 

Malakat
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